
Create change you can see!

Visualise your vision.
Make it engaging,
memorable and
easy to understand.

SUPPORT I’M A
HURDLE!

YOUR ORGANISATION
OR PROJECT

STRATEGY
FUTURE
STATE

CURRENT
STATE

INSERT YOUR
LOGO HERE



The Problem.

ARGHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!
NO I’M NOT OKAY!
i’m getting no engagement.
no funding. no buy-in.
no one gets it!

UM... STEVE?
         are you okay?

my vision - it’s aN ABSOLUTE master piece!!
it aligns with our purpose,
OUR goals - Even our values!

 . . .  . . .

get what? wait... you had a vision?!

on The intranet?
In the elevator? VIA EMAIL? 
it’s even behind your
toilet door at home!

OH... you mean that
1,000-word essay

everyone ignores?
* crickets * 

YOU haven’t seen it?!
i posted it everywhere...

nope! never seen it.



The Solution.
well what do you suggest einstein?! how could i forget!

best $100,000 ever spent.
zero regrets!you know that office mini-golf set

you bought last week?

the storytelling and visuals were beautiful!
the benefits were clear and
i could picture myself playing all day!

AND WHY DID YOU BUY IT? and there’s your answer!

SCHEDULE A call!!
        SCHEDULE A call! you’re speaking

to me right now...

CLICK HERE

like a visual strategy on a page!
I’m a genius!!
here’s $100,000
find me a vision visualiser!

you mean i can create a visual story of my vision
USING ANIMATIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS?

exactly. it’ll be enaging, memorable
and easy to understand!

that’s us!
200+ projects

10 yrs experience
and you only need $10k!

$100K
$100K

$100K$100K

$100K$100K

$100K$100K

SCHEDULE A CALL

https://calendly.com/flimp/vision


So what do you get?

i hope there’sa sequel ...

oh... now i get it!!

gonna share this with my team!

great idea

SUPPORT I’M A
HURDLE!

YOUR ORGANISATION
OR PROJECT

STRATEGY
FUTURE
STATE

CURRENT
STATE

INSERT YOUR
LOGO HERE

An animation video of your vision that’s
engaging, memorable and easy to understand

this is sooooo easy to navigate!!
i can find what I need in

under 10 seconds!

* TAP TAP *

An Interactive PDF for all the
details you need to support your vision

A one-page illustration you can share
everywhere to reinforce your message

i’m loving the new vision poster!
i get a burst of energy everytime i see it! it’s in The communal areas,

the elevators, there’s even a
10m x 10m poster at reception!

these are gonna make life so
much easier for the comms team! and it’ll remind people of our

vision everytime they see it

Icons and avatars you can re-use again and
again like your own brand kit



+

BANK BRANDS TRAVEL BRANDS

CURRENT

PLANNED

TO DELIVER HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS, ADVICE AND SERVICES TO WORKERS
AND THEIR FAMILIES IN THE EDUCATION, EMERGENCY SERVICES, AND
HEALTH COMMUNITIES IN AN ETHICAL, SIMPLE AND FRIENDLY MANNER

SHARED
VISION
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oNE OF AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST MUTUAL BANKS

To support this growth,
WE NEED TO:
- STREAMLINE OUR OPERATIONS
- UNITE OUR CULTURES

so that we remain sustainable
for years to come.

We will be able to give every
member an exceptional banking

experience every time

ONE BANK WITH ONE SET OF
PROCESSES and multiple brands

one strategic plan that aligns our goals, reduces competing
priorities and keeps the member at the heart of all decisions.

we have the
right structures

and people to
support you

through this
transition

ONE BANK
200,000+ MEMBERS
$7.5 BILLION IN ASSETS

ADVOCACY PASSION SUSTAINABILITY

new organisational structure
that helps spread the workload

across our teams.

improved efficiency
and effectiveness

For more information,
please visit getsmart

BENEFITS

Example #1: Teachers Mutual Bank Limited - One Bank

We engaged FLIMP Studios to create an animation to 
communicate a complex organisational change and 
they were fantastic to work with from the outset!

They took the time to understand our organisation 
and gave helpful guidance in developing our script. 

Throughout the entire process, they were very 
receptive to our feedback and were prompt in 
responding to our questions.

The end result is an engaging video that perfectly 
articulated our change and has resonated with
our employees.

I would definitely recommend FLIMP Studios!

Natalie Sobiesiak
Internal Comms & Engagement Specialist

Teachers Mutual Bank Limited

“

PLAY THE ONE BANK VIDEO

https://youtu.be/dqujS8Yl8Xk


$100K
$100KThe Process (3 - 6 weeks)

If only my mini-golf game was
as good as this process

#Winning
Let us help you visualise your vision so it becomes
engaging, memorable and easy to understand.

We’ll do this by converting your vision into an animation video,
as well as a one-page illustration that you can proudly share.

Next, we’ll identify the key messages within your vision 
and will weave them together to create a narrative that’s 
engaging and easy to understand.

This will form the foundation for the animation and your 
one-page illustration. Scripting is an ongoing process so 
you can expect to see regular tweaks until the final design.

2. Scripting the Story
Once we’ve got the draft script, we’ll put our heads 
together to create an initial concept. This is a rough 
sketch to give you an idea of what the animation and 
illustration will look like.

Sometimes we get it right the first time. Other times, 
we’ll go through a few iterations until we’re both happy.

3. Draft Concept
We start with a kick-off meeting so we can learn more 
about your vision, your current challenges and any ideas 
or themes you have in mind.

We’ll also identify the information we need, the various 
stakeholders and approvals required, as well as any 
deadlines you may have.

1. Discovery Meeting

The Final Design is where we’ll add colour to your vision 
and finalise the script to ensure the two dance together.

If you’ve got a specific brand palette, we’ll apply that here. 
If not, leave to us to turn your design into a masterpiece 
that’s worthy of every fridge magnet!

5. Final Design
By combining voice, music and animation, this is where 
we’ll bring your vision to life!

6. Bring it to Life!
The Detailed Design is where you’ll get to see exactly 
how your vision will look in its visual form.

This is an important step and we’ll make changes as 
required until you’re 100% satisfied that the image is 
what you had in mind, if not better!

4. Detailed Design

CLICK HERE

SCHEDULE A CALL

https://calendly.com/flimp/vision


Big or small, we’ve helped them all.



Our Packages

Videos

No. of videos

Interactive PDF

Revisions

Future Proof Pack

Icons and Avatars

1

2 per stage

-

Up to 5 pages

Up to 10

1

Up to 10 pages

5 per stage

6 months

Up to 20

4

Up to 20 pages

5 per stage

12 months

Up to 40

$10,900 $15,900 $39,000

Our Packages
(GST excl.)

Starter
Spark the start

Story
Share the story

Star
See it Shine

CLICK HERE

SCHEDULE A CALL

Interactive PDF:

We’ve extracted your key messages from your 
vision and brough it to life using a visual story - 
but where does all the nitty gritty details go?

Inside your Interactive PDF! This is where you’ll 
house all the links, files and information that 
relates to your vision.

Future Proof Pack:

Ideally, your vision is something that you set 
once and hope all goes to plan. Reality is, things 
change and sometimes your vision too!

If you need to make some changes, the future 
proof pack will cover you for the specified period.

Icons and Avatars:

As part of visualising your vision, we often create 
awesome characters and icons that you may 
want to re-use.

Simply tell us which ones you like, and we’ll 
provide them as standalone images so you can 
re-use again and again. Your comms team will 
thank you for it!

https://calendly.com/flimp/vision


Example #2: City of Boroondara 10-Year Community Plan

HOW WE LEADHOW WE WORK

 
POSSIBILITY

 
POSSIBILITY

INSPIREINSPIRE 
OTHERS

 
OTHERS

EMPOWEREMPOWER 
EXAMPLE

 
EXAMPLE

LEAD BY PERSONALLEAD BY PERSONALBUILD TRUSTBUILD TRUST 
DIRECTION

 
DIRECTION

CREATE SHAREDCREATE SHARED 
BETTER WAYS

 
BETTER WAYS

EXPLOREEXPLORE 
THROUGH

 
THROUGH

OWN IT, FOLLOWOWN IT, FOLLOW
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AS ‘ONE’
 

AS ‘ONE’
WORK TOGETHERWORK TOGETHER 

WITH RESPECT
 

WITH RESPECT
TREAT PEOPLETREAT PEOPLE 

INTEGRITY
 

INTEGRITY
ACT WITHACT WITH 

EXPERIENCE
 

EXPERIENCE
THINK CUSTOMERTHINK CUSTOMER

OUR VALUES & BEHAVIOURS

 
 

processes

 
our customer

 

Simplify & clarify 
of evaluation

Develop a culture 
customer touchpoints

Streamline our 
interactions

Improve customer 
 

channels

 
our customer

Align & improve 
 

& services

 
online information

Improve our

OUR CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IMPROVEMENT STRATEGY

 
& governance

Civic leadership 
& businesses

Your local shops 
environment

The  
Boroondara

Getting around 
character & heritage

Neighbourhood 
green spaces
Your parks & 

services & facilities
Your community,

OUR 10-YEAR COMMUNITY PLANOUR 10-YEAR COMMUNITY PLAN

 We work together to deliver community priorities and place our customers at the centre of everything we do
OUR PURPOSE

A vibrant and inclusive city, meeting the needs and aspirations of its community
OUR COMMUNITY VISION

DOWNLOAD INTERACTIVE PDF

https://flimpstudios.com/iPDF/City%20of%20Boroondara%20-%20Community%20Vision%20iPDF.pdf


Frequently Asked Questions

1. I’m ready to start! What’s next?

The next step is to schedule a call with us so we can learn more about you, your project and 
any requirements you may have.

If all is good, we’ll flick through a proposal for you to sign and we’ll schedule a kick-off meeting!

2. How long does the process take?

Each video typically takes 3 - 6 weeks depending on the number of revisions and stakeholder 
approvals required. If you’re in a rush, our personal record is currently 4 days!
(See Question 7 for our express package option)

3. What if we’re not happy with the initial concept?

We take a very collaborative and iterative approach to our design process and allow for 
multiple revision between each stage. If at any point you’re unhappy, just let us know and we’ll 
make the necessary changes so you can be 100% satisfied before we move onto the next stage.

4. Can you do a quick presentation to my Project Sponsor / Executive? 

Sure! But before we do that, it’s important we get to know you and your project a little better 
so please schedule a call with us so we can come prepared.

5. What do you need from me? How much time should I put aside?

We’ll do most of the heavy lifting - the only favour we ask is that you help us with the initial 
draft script. This is to ensure that the key messages have been captured before we start to 
wordsmith and polish it.

Based on previous projects, we suggest you allow 1 - 2 hours per week to review the designs 
we send through and provide feedback. 

6. Do you work with clients worldwide?

Yes! With things like zoom, emails and a bit of flexible working, we can help you no matter 
where you are in the world.

7. I need this ASAP! Do you offer an express option?

If you need it done within 2 weeks, an extra 35% will be added to the quote for the relevant 
package. We’ll also request that you provide sameday feedback for any drafts we send through.

Note: Express options are only for our Starter and Story packages and not for our Star package.
(See Our Packages)

CLICK HERE

SCHEDULE A CALL

ask me anything
and everything!

https://calendly.com/flimp/vision
https://calendly.com/flimp/vision
https://calendly.com/flimp/vision


Ready to visualise your vision?

CLICK HERE

SCHEDULE A CALL

E:  peter@flimpstudios.com
M:  +61 434 468 747

https://calendly.com/flimp/vision
mailto:peter@flimpstudios.com



